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2021 Prime Time Rv Sanibel 3402WB $54,990
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Description Description 2021 Prime Time RV Sanibel 3402WB, Prime Time Sanibel fifth wheel
3402WB highlights: King-Size Bed Residential Refrigerator L-Shaped Sofa 50" LED
TV Dual Recliners L-Shaped Counter Peninsula Bedroom Shoe Storage You won't
be left wanting for any amenities in this comfortable fifth wheel. Once you arrive
at your destination, your crew can relax in the rear living area that includes a rear
entertainment center with a 50" TV on lift. The dual recliners, hide-a-bed L-shaped
sofa, and dinette with chairs will provide seating for everyone, and the chef of the
family can easily prepare meals in the spacious kitchen. There is a closet and a
pantry to store paper goods and snacks, a residential refrigerator, and a Furrion
oven and cooktop to make meals each day. After you've explored all day, freshen
up in the full bath with a 40" shower with a seat, a deluxe "skyview" skylight, and a
linen closet to store clean towels. The front private bedroom will feel like your
own oasis with its slide out king bed, a large closet with shoe storage and sliding
hardwood mirror doors, and a space to add an optional washer and dryer! With
any Sanibel fifth wheel by Prime Time RV, you will enjoy many intelligent features
for luxurious camping or full-time RV living! The Extreme Thermal package allows
you to extend your camping season by including heated, enclosed water lines, an
enclosed underbelly, a heated pass-through storage, and a heated universal
docking center. You can keep the party going with the exterior speakers, the coax
TV connection and a 110V outlet, plus USB ports in the basement storage. Each
model includes a smart arm electric awning with LED lights, DOT approved deep
tint safety glass, and a "E-Z FLEX" rubberized suspension to provide smooth
towing on tougher roads. Inside, you will enjoy shaker style interior doors, a
Furrion residential cooktop and oven, roller shades throughout, and "Atrium"
dinette windows to let sunlight in for an inviting space. Make the smart choice for
your next RV. Choose one of these Sanibel fifth wheels today! Sleeps 4 Slideouts
3

Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: P75945A
VIN Number: 5ZT3SNZB3MG703550
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 6102 E US Hwy 30, 82001, Cheyenne, Wyoming, United States
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